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1.0 Introduction 

T. Johns Consulting Group Ltd. (“T. Johns”) was retained by Urbex Engineering Ltd. June 17, 

2020, to prepare a Planning Justification Report in support of a Zoning By-law Amendment and 

Draft Plan of Subdivision for lands municipally referred to as 226, and Part of 204, 212 & 220 

Rymal Road West in the City of Hamilton. The Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of 

Subdivision are required to facilitate a residential infill redevelopment for single detached 

dwellings that may require subsequent Consent to Sever applications. This report includes an 

overview of the subject lands in context with surrounding land uses, a detailed description of the 

proposed development and supporting studies, and a detailed review of the applicable planning 

framework in support of the required approvals.  

 

1.1  Site Description 

The subject lands are made up of seven (7) parcels including: 

 

1. The rear portion of 204 Rymal Road West; 

2. The rear portion of 212 Rymal Road West; 

3. The rear portion of 220 Rymal Road West; 

4. 226 Rymal Road West; and 

5. Three (3) unaddressed parcels to the west of 226 Rymal Road West.  

 

The above-mentioned parcels (“subject lands”) are located on Hamilton’s West Mountain, West 

of West 5th Avenue on the north side of Rymal Road West (major arterial). The subject lands are 

legally referred to as Part of Lot 17 Concession 8 and Part of Road Allowance Between Lots 16 

and 17, Geographic Township of Barton, in the City of Hamilton. 

 

The subject lands are located within an established community in proximity to a variety of land 

uses including residential, local and arterial commercial and institutional (i.e. schools, places of 

worship). The subject lands are surrounded by single-detached dwellings with future residential 

uses planned to the immediate north (Refer to Figure 1 – Location Map). 

 

204 Rymal Road West is a flag-shaped interior lot and has an approximate lot frontage of 23.0 

metres and an approximate total lot area of 4,398.9 square metres (0.440ha). The lands are 

currently occupied by one (1) existing single-detached dwelling. The property gently slopes 

towards the north with some mature vegetation throughout the subject lands. The subject lands 

are accessed from one (1) paved driveway from Rymal Road West. 

 

212 Rymal Road West is a flag-shaped interior lot and has an approximate lot frontage of 30.48 

metres and an approximate total area of 5,982.3 square metres (0.598ha). The lands are 

currently occupied by one (1) existing single-detached dwelling. The property gently slopes 

towards the north with some mature vegetation throughout the subject lands. The subject lands 

are currently accessed from one (1) paved driveway from Rymal Road West.  
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220 Rymal Road West is a rectangular interior lot with an approximate lot frontage of 30.48 

metres and an approximate lot area of 1,930.5 square metres (0.193ha). The lands are currently 

occupied by one (1) existing single-detached dwelling. The property gently slopes towards the 

north with some mature vegetation including shrubs and trees throughout the subject lands. The 

subject lands are accessed from one (1) paved driveway from Rymal Road West. 

 

226 Rymal Road West is a rectangular interior lot with an approximate lot frontage of 30.50 

metres and an approximate lot area of 3,961.4 square metres (0.396ha). The lands are currently 

occupied by one (1) existing single-detached dwelling and detached garage. The property gently 

slopes towards the north with some mature vegetation throughout the subject lands. The subject 

lands are accessed from one (1) paved driveway from Rymal Road West. 

 

The three (3) unaddressed rectangular parcels are currently land locked and located to the west 

of 226 Rymal Road West, north of 232-254 Rymal Road West. The lots have a total area of 

approximately 7,566.7 square metres (0.757ha). The lots are currently vacant with a gentle 

slope towards the east and some mature vegetation throughout the subject lands. 

 

Therefore, in total, the lands that are subject to the Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of 

Subdivision applications include, the entirety of 226 Rymal Road West, the entirety of the three 

(3) unaddressed landlocked parcels, and the rear portion of 204, 212 and 220 Rymal Road West 

(See Figure 2 – Aerial Map).  
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Figure 1 - Location Map 

 

Figure 2 - Aerial Map 
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2.0 Proposed Development 

The following section will provide a detailed description of the proposed residential infill 

redevelopment and the planning approvals that are required. 

 

2.1  Proposed Development Description 

The proposed infill development is for the creation of forty-four (44) single-detached dwellings 

with frontage along Rymal Road West and the future Spring Meadow Grove. The development 

proposes to remove the existing dwelling located at 226 Rymal Road West. The rear, vacant 

portion of 204, 212 and 220 are to be severed and included as part of this application. The 

existing dwelling unit on 204 is intended to remain. Note that the portion of the properties 

located at 212 and 220 Rymal Road West which front onto Rymal Road West and to the east of 

the proposed lots 43 and 44 are currently the subject of rezoning application ZAC-20-018. This 

application is to facilitate the rezoning of the lands from the current B/S-1788 District to the C 

District to permit the development of five (5) residential building lots for single family dwellings. 

In addition, Consent applications HM/B-18:102 and HM/B-18:103 for these lands would provide 

for the creation of the five (5) new residential lots. These applications are currently tabled 

pending the approval of rezoning application ZAC-20-018. Future consent to sever applications 

will be required to obtain the rear portions for both 212 & 220 Rymal Road West per the 

boundary of the Draft Plan.  

 

Two (2) new lots will be created with frontage along Rymal Road West in addition to one (1) 

block to be dedicated as a right-of-way widening along Rymal Road West. To the rear, a block 

will be created for the future Spring Meadow Grove right-of-way which will provide frontage for 

the proposed forty-two (42) lots. The future Spring Meadow Grove, running east/west, will also 

provide a connection to the future Forest Breeze Path running north/south. The proposed 

development will offer a compatible transition, with similar lotting patterns to the existing land 

development that surrounds it. (Refer to Appendix A – Draft Plan of Subdivision). 
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2.2  Planning Applications 

A Formal Consultation meeting was held on December 9, 2020, for the above-described 

development (FC-20-119).  

 

To facilitate the proposed development, a Zoning By-law Amendment (“ZBA”) and Draft Plan of 

Subdivision (“DPS”) applications are required. A ZBA is required to rezone the front portion of 

226 Rymal Road West from the Agriculture (AA) District to the Urban Protected Residential, Etc. 

(C-X) District, Modified, and rezone part of 204, 212, 220 & 226 Rymal Road West and the three 

unaddressed parcels from the Urban Protected Residential – One and Two Family Dwellings, 

Etc. (R-2-‘H’) District, Agriculture (AA) District and Urban Protected Residential (C/S-1788) 

District, Modified to the Small Lot Single Family Dwelling (R-4/S-XX) District, Modified in the City 

of Hamilton Zoning By-law No. 6593. 

 

Additional details regarding the proposed amendments can be found in Section 4.6 of this 

report. 

 

The Formal Consultation Document identifies the studies and plans to be completed in support 

of the ZBA application. A copy of each of the following has been included within the submission 

package: 

 

• Survey Plan; 

• Draft Plan of Subdivision; 

• Draft Plan of Subdivision and Zoning By-law Amendment Applications; 

• Building Elevations; 

• Geotechnical Study and Hydrogeological Study; 

• Tree Preservation Plan/Tree Management Plan and Landscape Plan; 

• Preliminary On-Street Parking Plan; 

• Noise Impact Study; 

• Archaeological Assessment; 

• Letter of Entry into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports; 

• Planning Justification Report (including Draft Amending Zoning By-laws and Public 

Consultation). 

• Erosion and Sediment Control Plan; 

• Grading and Servicing Plans; 

• Master Drainage Plan (including pre and post storm drainage area plans); 

• Stormwater Management Report/Plan and/or update to existing SWM plan); 

• Functional Servicing Report; 

• Water and Wastewater Servicing Study; 

• Sanitary Drainage Area plans (including external drainage); 

• Watermain Hydraulic Analysis 

 

Additional details regarding the above noted studies can be found in Section 3.0 of this report. 
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3.0 Supporting Studies 

The studies identified in the Formal Consultation Document were completed in support of the 

proposed development. This section provides a brief summary of the findings of each study.  

3.1  Tree Preservation Plan/Tree Management Plan and Landscape Plan 

A Tree Preservation Plan/Tree Management Plan and Landscape Plan were prepared by 

adesso design Inc. dated May 5, 2021, in support of the proposed applications. The Tree 

Preservation Plan/Tree Management Plan details the removal of 111 trees and the retention of 

21 trees. The Landscape Plan details the schematic street tree planting of 45 trees to be planted 

by the City of Hamilton. For more details, refer to the Tree Preservation Plan/Tree Management 

Plan and Landscape Concept. 

 

3.2  Geotechnical Investigation 

A Geotechnical Investigation report was prepared for this site by Landtek Ltd., dated October 9, 

2020.  The report examined the results of 12 boreholes, including 2 monitoring wells.  The soil 

type found was native clayey silt.  It is indicated in the results that conventional concrete 

foundations are anticipated to be sufficient.  Neither groundwater or bedrock were encountered 

during the investigation, however, after conversion of borehole 12 (BH12) to a monitoring well 

(MW12), the report notes that a stable water table level was found a depth of 5.6m.  No 

recordings of water were found through Monitoring Well 1 (MW1). 

 

3.3  Preliminary Servicing Report 

A Preliminary Servicing Report was prepared by Urbex Engineering Ltd. dated April 2021 in 

support of the application. The report identifies a temporary turning circle will be required over 

lots 39-42 to support the site until the neighbouring development extends the proposed road.  A 

portion of the site is regulated by the Hamilton Conservation Authority with a headwater tributary 

and will require a watercourse Alteration Permit.  The development is dependant on Eden Park 

Phase 2 subdivision construction to provide the necessary sanitary and storm sewer 

connections.  The majority of the lands generally slope and drain northerly towards the 

stormwater management (SWM) facility at William Connell Park. 

 

The sanitary service for Rymal Road West fronting lots will continue to drain to existing 250mm 

diameter sanitary sewer on Rymal Road West, while the future lots to the north will be directed 

to Eden Park Phase 2.  The water service for the Rymal Road West Fronting lots will continue to 

be from existing watermain in Rymal Road West.  The future lots to the north will be serviced by 

extension of watermains from Sheldon’s Gate and Eden Park subdivisions.  Water will initially be 

available through connection to Sheldon’s Gate subdivision and later connected to the future 

Spring Meadows Grove road extension. 

 

It should be noted that Rymal Road West fronting lots will require hammerhead turns for 

driveways to allow vehicles to enter and exit the site in a forward motion.  With regards to on-
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street parking, the report identifies 18 on-street parking spaces.  There will be 22 on-street 

parking spaces upon completion of the proposed development.  The report also notes the Noise 

Impact Study, prepared by dBA Acoustical Consultants Inc. (dated February 2021), indicates 

that dwellings will require central air conditioning, however, they can meet ministry 

requirements. For more details, refer to the Preliminary Functional Servicing Report 
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3.4  Environmental Noise Impact Assessment 

An Environmental Noise Impact Assessment was prepared by dBA Acoustical Consultants Inc., 

dated February 2021. The purpose of the study was to determine the noise impact from Rymal 

Road West road traffic and recommend noise control measures. Daytime noise levels were 

calculated and it was determined that noise mitigation is not required for outdoor amenity areas. 

Noise levels were calculated at the front façade and the nighttime levels exceed the 50 dBA 

criteria. The assessment recommends appropriate ventilation requirements and warning clauses 

be inserted into the Offers and Agreements of Purchase. The assessment also recommends a 

Qualified Acoustical Consultant certify the required noise control measures have been 

incorporated into the builder’s plan and that they have been installed prior to issuance of an 

occupancy permit. For more details, refer to the Environmental Noise Impact Assessment. 

 

3.5  Archaeological Assessment 

A Stage 1-2 Archaeological Assessment was prepared by AMICK Consultants Limited dated 

July 2019 in support of the application. The report confirms that, as a result of the Stage 2 

property assessment, no archeological resources were encountered. Consequentially, the report 

concludes that no further archeological assessment of the study area is warranted and is clear 

of any archeological concern. In addition, Provincial interest in archeological resources with 

respect to the proposed undertaking has been addressed as a result of this study. For more 

detail, refer to the Archeological Assessment.  

 

3.6  Public Consultation Strategy 

In addition to the City of Hamilton’s Notice of Application to landowners within 120 metres of the 

subject lands and the sign posting requirements, T. Johns Consulting Group Ltd. will prepare 

and mail out a letter to residents within 120 metres with a description of the proposed 

development within 30 days of the application being deemed complete (See Appendix B – Public 

Consultation Strategy).  
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4.0 Planning Framework 

This section reviews the planning documents applicable to the subject lands, which include the 

Provincial Policy Statement, Places to Grow – Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 

the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, and the former City of Hamilton Zoning By-law No. 6593.   

4.1  Planning Act, R.S.O, c.P.13 

 

Section 51 (24) of the Planning Act provides specific criteria for the approval of a Draft Plan of 

Subdivision. The following chart provides a summary of the requirements under Section 51(24) 

and analyses the proposed Draft Plan against those requirements. 

 

In considering a draft plan of subdivision, regard shall be had, among other matters, to the 

health, safety, convenience, accessibility for persons with disabilities and welfare of the 

present and future inhabitants of the municipality and to: 

Criteria Planning Comment 

a) the effect of development of 

the proposed subdivision on 

matters of provincial interest 

as referred to in section 2; 

The subject lands are designated Neighbourhoods within 

the Urban Hamilton Official Plan and are appropriate for 

urban development. The proposed development will not 

impact the Province’s availability of natural and mineral 

resources. There are no identified significant features of 

architectural, cultural, historical, archaeological or 

scientific interest on the subject lands. A Phase 1-2 

Archaeological Assessment (Amick Consultants Limited , 

July 2019) has been included as part of this application 

and concludes that a Stage 3 archaeological investigation 

is not required. The Preliminary Servicing Report (Urbex 

Engineering Inc., 2021) concludes that the DPS 

accommodates a public right-of-way-network and 

developable blocks that are adequately sized to ensure 

sufficient capacity for transportation, sewage, water and 

waste management systems. The DPS facilitates logical 

extension of planned municipal infrastructure installation 

to allow for construction related activities and municipal 

revenue, related to building occupancy.  

b) whether the proposed 

subdivision is premature or in 

the public interest; 

The DPS is not premature as it creates blocks and roads 

that are cohesive with and will connect to the planned 

future development to the north, west and east of the 

subject lands. The public interest is protected as the 

proposed DPS does not negatively impact capacity, 

natural heritage resources or cultural heritage resources.  
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c) whether the plan conforms to 

the official plan and adjacent 

plans of subdivision, if any; 

The proposal conforms to the Urban Hamilton Official 

Plan and follows a similar lotting pattern to the 

surrounding existing and planned future development, in 

addition to providing road connections to future approved 

ROW. 

d) the suitability of the land for 

the purposes for which it is to 

be subdivided; 

The subject lands are suitable to be developed for the 

proposed single-family dwellings. The subject lands are 

within the urban boundary and are accessible from 

existing and planned future road infrastructure.   

d.1) if any affordable housing 

units are being proposed, the 

suitability of the proposed units 

for affordable housing; 

The proposed development will facilitate the addition of 

44 single detached dwellings to the housing stock of the 

City of Hamilton on smaller, appropriately sized lots. 

e) the number, width, location 

and proposed grades and 

elevations of highways, and 

the adequacy of them, and 

the highways linking the 

highways in the proposed 

subdivision with the 

established highway system 

in the vicinity and the 

adequacy of them; 

The proposed public right-of-ways have been designed to 

municipal standards to ensure adequate and safe vehicle 

circulation and to accommodate required infrastructure. 

The proposed public street network is designed to 

intersect with planned future public right-of-ways, being 

Spring Meadow Grove and Forest Breeze Path. Both of 

the road connections have been approved through a DPS 

facilitated by a different owner and will be adequately 

sized to provide access to the lots to the rear of Rymal 

Road West. Rymal Road West is adequately sized and 

maintained to provide access to the lots which have 

frontage on it. 

f) the dimensions and shapes of 

the proposed lots; 

The DPS establishes blocks and a public road pattern 

that facilitates compatible development with the 

surrounding area. The DPS provides blocks for future 

right-of-way connections which are consistent with the 

approved future ROW. The lotting patterns are consistent 

with the existing lotting pattern along Rymal Road West 

and the future planned development  of the future Spring 

Meadow Grove. 

g) the restrictions or proposed 

restrictions, if any, on the land 

proposed to be subdivided or 

the buildings and structures 

proposed to be erected on it 

and the restrictions, if any, on 

adjoining land; 

No restrictions are proposed. 
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h) conservation of natural 

resources and flood control; 

There are no identified natural resources on the subject 

lands. The proposed stormwater management strategy 

will not negatively impact the surrounding area. Refer to 

the Preliminary Servicing Report (Urbex Engineering Ltd., 

2021) submitted as part of a complete Planning Act 

application.  

i) the adequacy of utilities and 

municipal services; 

The proposed design for utilities and municipal services 

are adequate and are discussed in further detail in the 

Preliminary Servicing Report (Urbex Engineering Inc., 

2021) submitted as part of a complete Planning Act 

application.  

j) the adequacy of school sites; There are existing schools in proximity to the subject 

lands.  

k) the area of land, if any, within 

the proposed subdivision 

that, exclusive of highways, is 

to be conveyed or dedicated 

for public purposes; 

0.52 hectares of lands are proposed to be dedicated for 

public purposes.  

l) the extent to which the plan’s 

design optimizes the 

available supply, means of 

supplying, efficient use and 

conservation of energy; and 

The plan has been designed to accommodate urban 

development in a logical pattern that will support the 

efficient installation of energy infrastructure. 

m) the interrelationship between 

the design of the proposed 

plan of subdivision and site 

plan control matters relating 

to any development on the 

land, if the land is also 

located within a site plan 

control area designated 

under subsection 41 (2) of 

this Act. 

The DPS proposes lots for single-detached dwellings. As 

such, the proposed development will not be subject to 

Site Plan Control.  
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4.2  Provincial Policy Statement, 2020 

The Provincial Policy Statement, 2020 (“PPS”), issued under the Planning Act, came into effect 

on May 1st, 2020 as a policy-led regulating document that provides direction on provincial 

interest related to managing land use planning and development. The Planning Act requires 

that, “decisions affecting planning matters shall be consistent with” the PPS.  

 

The subject lands are located within an existing “Settlement Area” known as the City of 

Hamilton. Applicable policies have been reviewed below. 

 

 

1.1.1      Healthy, liveable and safe communities are sustained by: 
 

a) promoting efficient development and land use patterns which sustain the 
financial well-being of the Province and municipalities over the long term; 

b) accommodating an appropriate range and mix of residential (including 
second units, affordable housing and housing for older persons), 
employment (including industrial and commercial), institutional (including 
places of worship, cemeteries and long-term care homes), recreation, park 
and open space, and other uses to meet long-term needs; 

c) avoiding development and land use patterns which may cause 
environmental or public health and safety concerns; 

d) avoiding development and land use patterns that would prevent the 
efficient expansion of settlement areas in those areas which are adjacent 
or close to settlement areas; 

e) promoting the integration of land use planning, growth management, 
transit-supportive development, intensification and infrastructure planning 
to achieve cost-effective development patterns, optimization of transit 
investments, and standards to minimize land consumption and servicing 
costs; 

f) improving accessibility for persons with disabilities and older persons by 
identifying, preventing and removing land use barriers which restrict their 
full participation in society; 

g) ensuring that necessary infrastructure and public service facilities are or 
will be available to meet current and projected needs; 

h) promoting development and land use patterns that conserve biodiversity; 
and  

i) preparing for the regional and local impacts of a changing climate. 

Planning Comment: 

The proposed development is intended to create new residential lots in an area that is 

surrounded by both stable neighbourhoods and vacant lands planned for future development. 

The subject lands are within walking distance to established commercial uses. The proposed 

Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of Subdivision will allow for appropriate low density 

residential development within an existing infill lot and will provide a net gain of a total of forty-

four (44) single detached dwellings, with 2 proposed lots fronting onto Rymal Road West and 
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42 lots proposed that will have access from the planned future Spring Meadow Grove and 

Forest Breeze Path. The proposed lots will be serviced with existing and planned municipal 

services, as discussed in the submitted Preliminary Servicing Report (Urbex Engineering Ltd., 

2021). 

1.1.3.1       Settlement areas shall be the focus of growth and development. 

1.1.3.2      Land use patterns within settlement areas shall be based on densities and a mix 

of land uses which: 

 

a) efficiently use land and resources;  
b) are appropriate for, and efficiently use, the infrastructure and public 

service facilities which are planned or available, and avoid the need for 
their unjustified and/or uneconomical expansion;  

c) minimize negative impacts to air quality and climate change, and promote 
energy efficiency;  

d) prepare for the impacts of a changing climate;  
e) support active transportation;  
f) are transit-supportive, where transit is planned, exists or may be 

developed; and  
g) are freight-supportive. 

 
Land use patterns within settlement areas shall also be based on a range of uses 
and opportunities for intensification and redevelopment in accordance with the 
criteria in policy 1.1.3.3, where this can be accommodated. 

 
1.1.3.3  Planning authorities shall identify appropriate locations and promote opportunities 

for transit-supportive development, accommodating a significant supply and range 

of housing options through intensification and redevelopment where this can be 

accommodated taking into account existing building stock or areas, including 

brownfield sites, and the availability of suitable existing or planned infrastructure 

and public service facilities required to accommodate projected needs. 

 

1.1.3.4        Appropriate development standards should be promoted which 

facilitate intensification, redevelopment and compact form, while avoiding or 

mitigating risks to public health and safety. 

 

1.1.3.5  Planning authorities shall establish and implement minimum targets for 

intensification and redevelopment within built-up areas, based on local conditions. 

However, where provincial targets are established through provincial plans, the 

provincial target shall represent the minimum target for affected areas. 

 

1.1.3.6        New development taking place in designated growth areas should occur adjacent 

to the existing built-up area and should have a compact form, mix of uses and 

densities that allow for the efficient use of land, infrastructure and public service 

facilities. 
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1.1.3.7  Planning authorities should establish and implement phasing policies to ensure:  

 

a) that specified targets for intensification and redevelopment are achieved 

prior to, or concurrent with, new development within designated growth 

areas; and  

b) the orderly progression of development within designated growth areas 

and the timely provision of the infrastructure and public service facilities 

required to meet current and projected needs. 

Planning Comment 

The subject lands are within a settlement area known as the City of Hamilton. The proposed 

intensification makes efficient use of the land while maintaining the integrity and compatibility 

of the existing and planned neighbourhood. The subject lands are located in proximity to and 

with frontage on a major arterial road that is subject to future widening and planned bike lanes 

making it an appropriate location for residential intensification on an infill property. The 

proposed lot sizes and dwelling units are consistent with existing and planned built form of the 

neighbourhood. The proposal will continue the existing development standards within the 

community and will be serviced with existing and planned municipal services. 

1.4.1  To provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing options and densities 
required to meet projected requirements of current and future residents of the 
regional market area, planning authorities shall:  

 
a) maintain at all times the ability to accommodate residential growth for a 

minimum of 15 years through residential intensification and redevelopment 
and, if necessary, lands which are designated and available for residential 
development; and  
 

b) maintain at all times where new development is to occur, land with 
servicing capacity sufficient to provide at least a three-year supply of 
residential units available through lands suitably zoned to facilitate 
residential intensification and redevelopment, and land in draft approved 
and registered plans. 

 

Upper-tier and single-tier municipalities may choose to maintain land with 
servicing capacity sufficient to provide at least a five-year supply of residential 
units available through lands suitably zoned to facilitate residential intensification 
and redevelopment, and land in draft approved and registered plans. 
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Planning Comment 

The proposal will meet the needs of the regional market by providing accessible, family 
oriented dwellings within the urban area and assists the City in achieving residential 
intensification targets. Further, the proposal does not impose capacity restrictions to existing 
municipal services. 

 
1.5.1  Healthy, active communities should be promoted by: 
  

a) planning public streets, spaces and facilities to be safe, meet the needs of 
pedestrians, foster social interaction and facilitate active transportation 
and community connectivity;  

b) planning and providing for a full range and equitable distribution of publicly 
accessible built and natural settings for recreation, including facilities, 
parklands, public spaces, open space areas, trails and linkages, and, 
where practical, water-based resources;  

c) providing opportunities for public access to shorelines; and  
d) recognizing provincial parks, conservation reserves, and other protected 

areas, and minimizing negative impacts on these areas. 
 

Planning Comment 

The proposed public streets provide safe connectivity for both vehicles and pedestrians by 
providing multiple routes to destinations.  

1.6.1  Infrastructure and public service facilities shall be provided in an efficient manner 
that prepares for the impacts of a changing climate while accommodating 
projected needs.  

 
Planning for infrastructure and public service facilities shall be coordinated and 
integrated with land use planning and growth management so that they are:  

 
a) financially viable over their life cycle, which may be demonstrated through 

asset management planning; and 
b) available to meet current and projected needs 

Planning Comment 

The proposed development will be serviced by existing and planned municipal infrastructure. 
The planned municipal servicing along Spring Meadow Grove will provide a connection to the 
planned future development to the west and east of the subject lands, making efficient use of 
the approved municipal infrastructure. 
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1.6.6.2  Municipal sewage services and municipal water services are the preferred form of 
servicing for settlement areas to support protection of the environment and 
minimize potential risks to human health and safety. Within settlement areas with 
existing municipal sewage services and municipal water services, intensification 
and redevelopment shall be promoted wherever feasible to optimize the use of 
the services. 

1.6.6.6       Subject to the hierarchy of services provided in policies 1.6.6.2, 1.6.6.3, 1.6.6.4 
and1.6.6.5, planning authorities may allow lot creation only if there is confirmation 
of sufficient reserve sewage system capacity and reserve water system capacity 
within municipal sewage services and municipal water services or private 
communal sewage services and private communal water services. The 
determination of sufficient reserve sewage system capacity shall include 
treatment capacity for hauled sewage from private communal sewage services 
and individual on-site sewage services. 

Planning Comment 

The proposed residential development is within the existing settlement area of Hamilton and 
partially fronts on a major arterial road with existing and planned municipal sewage services 
and municipal water services. The proposed lots will front onto Rymal Road West and the 
future Spring Meadow Grove. The Spring Meadow Grove ROW will allow for the extension of 
the planned municipal sewage services to the proposed lots. As such, the proposed 
development will optimize the planned service extension and is appropriate for the subject 
lands.  

1.6.6.7  Planning for stormwater management shall:  
 

a) be integrated with planning for sewage and water services and ensure that 
systems are optimized, feasible and financially viable over the long term;  

b) minimize, or, where possible, prevent increases in contaminant loads;  
c) minimize erosion and changes in water balance, and prepare for the 

impacts of a changing climate through the effective management of 
stormwater, including the use of green infrastructure;  

d) mitigate risks to human health, safety, property and the environment;  
e) maximize the extent and function of vegetative and pervious surfaces; and 
f) promote stormwater management best practices, including stormwater 

attenuation and re-use, water conservation and efficiency, and low impact 
development.  

Planning Comment 

The proposed development is to be serviced by existing municipal services along Rymal 
Road West and planned municipal services along Spring Meadow Grove. The proposed 
servicing along Spring Meadow Grove will make efficient use of the municipal servicing 
extension currently  planned for neighbouring development by connecting Spring Meadow 
Grove to the west and east of the subject lands as well as the future extension of Forest 
Breeze Path to the north. 
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1.6.7.2  Efficient use should be made of existing and planned infrastructure, including 
through the use of transportation demand management strategies, where feasible 

1.6.7.3  As part of a multimodal transportation system, connectivity within and among 
transportation systems and modes should be maintained and, where possible, 
improved including connections which cross jurisdictional boundaries. 

Planning Comment 

The proposed development makes efficient use of planned future development by providing a 
connection to the future Spring Meadow Grove and Forest Breeze Path. The proposed 
development also provides gentle intensification along Rymal Road West improving efficiency 
of the existing infrastructure.  

1.6.7.4  A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize the 
length and number of vehicle trips and support current and future use of transit 
and active transportation. 

Planning Comment  

The proposed lots which front onto Rymal Road West (major arterial) are located along an 
existing bus route. The lots located along Spring Meadow Grove are in close proximity to 
multiple bus stops. The subject lands are located within a 10 minute walk from a commercial 
area along Upper James Street. Rymal Road West is to be the location of a planned bike lane 
which transitions into a planned multi-use trail just east of West 5th Street, as identified on 
Map 1B of the City of Hamilton Transportation Master Plan. 

1.7.1  Long-term economic prosperity should be supported by:  
 

a) promoting opportunities for economic development and community 
investment-readiness;  

b) encouraging residential uses to respond to dynamic market-based needs 
and provide necessary housing supply and range of housing options for a 
diverse workforce;  

c) optimizing the long-term availability and use of land, resources, 
infrastructure and public service facilities;  

d) maintaining and, where possible, enhancing the vitality and viability of 
downtowns and mainstreets;  

e) encouraging a sense of place, by promoting well-designed built form and 
cultural planning, and by conserving features that help define character, 
including built heritage resources and cultural heritage landscapes;  

f) promoting the redevelopment of brownfield sites;  
g) providing for an efficient, cost-effective, reliable multimodal transportation 

system that is integrated with adjacent systems and those of other 
jurisdictions, and is appropriate to address projected needs to support the 
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movement of goods and people;  
h) providing opportunities for sustainable tourism development;  
i) sustaining and enhancing the viability of the agricultural system through 

protecting agricultural resources, minimizing land use conflicts, providing 
opportunities to support local food, and maintaining and improving the 
agrifood network;  

j) promoting energy conservation and providing opportunities for increased 
energy supply;  

k) minimizing negative impacts from a changing climate and considering the 
ecological benefits provided by nature; and  

l) encouraging efficient and coordinated communications and 
telecommunications infrastructure. 

Planning Comment 

The DPS and ZBA will contribute to the overall growth targets of the City of Hamilton. The 
proposed development provides single-detached dwellings on smaller lots to provide 
cohesive, high quality intensification that is compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood. 
The proposed applications will contribute to efficient development patterns that mitigate land 
use conflicts. The DPS will be implemented through the recommendations of the submitted 
professional reports and plans that support the proposal to ensure efficient and coordinated 
infrastructure/development. 

 

In conclusion, the proposal is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement, 2020. 
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4.3  Growth Plan for Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2019 

The Places to Grow – Growth Plan for the Greater Horseshoe (“Growth Plan”) is a 
comprehensive strategy that works with municipal plans to manage growth patterns, maximize 
land use policy and manage quality of life. The Growth Plan came into effect May 16, 2019. 
Amendment 1 (2020) to the Growth Plan was approved and took effect on August 28, 2020. The 
site is located within the “Delineated Built-Up Area” of the Growth Plan.  
 

Applicable policies have been reviewed below. 

 

 

2.2.1  Managing Growth 

2.  Forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan will be allocated based on the 

following: 

a. the vast majority of growth will be directed to settlement areas that: 

i. have a delineated built boundary; 

ii. have existing or planned municipal water and wastewater systems; and 

iii. can support the achievement of complete communities; 

c.  within settlement areas, growth will be focused in: 

i. delineated built-up areas; 

ii. strategic growth areas; 

iii. locations with existing or planned transit, with a priority on higher order 

transit where it exists or is planned; and 

iv. areas with existing or planned public service facilities; 

4. Applying the policies of this Plan will support the achievement of complete 

communities that: 

a. feature a diverse mix of land uses, including residential and employment uses, 

and convenient access to local stores, services, and public service facilities; 

b. improve social equity and overall quality of life, including human health, for 

people of all ages, abilities, and incomes; 

c. provide a diverse range and mix of housing options, including second units 

and affordable housing, to accommodate people at all stages of life, and to 

accommodate the needs of all household sizes and incomes; 

d. expand convenient access to: 

 

i. a range of transportation options, including options for the safe, comfortable 

and convenient use of active transportation; 

ii. public service facilities, co-located and integrated in community hubs; 

iii. an appropriate supply of safe, publicly-accessible open spaces, parks, trails, 

and other recreational facilities; and 

iv. healthy, local, and affordable food options, including through urban 

agriculture; 

e. ensure the development of high quality compact built form, an attractive and 
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vibrant public realm, including public open spaces, through site design and 

urban design standards; 

f. mitigate and adapt to climate change impacts, build resilience, reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions, and contribute towards the achievement of low-

carbon communities; and integrate green infrastructure and low impact 

development. 

Planning Comment  

The subject lands are within the Settlement Area, known as the City of Hamilton within the 
delineated built boundary. The subject lands have existing and planned municipal water and 
wastewater systems. The subject lands are appropriate for growth as they are within the 
delineated built-up area and can be supported by existing and planned transit as well as 
public service facilities. The subject lands will accommodate high quality single family 
dwellings on smaller lots for appropriate compact development that is compatible with the 
surrounding area. 

2.2.2  Delineated Built-up Areas 

1. By the year 2031, and for each year thereafter, a minimum of 60 per cent of all 

residential development occurring annually within each upper- or single-tier 

municipality will be within the delineated built-up area. 

4. All municipalities will develop a strategy to achieve the minimum intensification 

target and intensification throughout delineated built-up areas, which will: 

a. encourage intensification generally to achieve the desired urban structure; 

b. identify the appropriate type and scale of development and transition of built 

form to adjacent areas; 

c. be implemented through official plan policies and designations, updated zoning 

and other supporting documents. 

Planning Comment 

The subject lands are within the delineated built-up area of the City of Hamilton. The 

proposed development will use existing and planned services. The proposed development 

maintains the established urban structure of the stable neighbourhood with a logical and 

efficient lotting pattern. The proposed single-detached dwellings have a similar lot size, 

frontage and setbacks as those found in the surrounding neighbourhood.  
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2.2.6 Housing  

1. Upper- and single-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-tier municipalities, the 
Province, and other appropriate stakeholders, will:   

a. support housing choice through the achievement of the minimum intensification 
and density targets in this Plan, as well as the other policies of this Plan by:   
i. identifying a diverse range and mix of housing options and densities, including 

second units and affordable housing to meet projected needs of current and 
future residents; and   

ii. establishing targets for affordable ownership housing and rental housing;  

b. identify mechanisms, including the use of land use planning and financial tools, to 

support the implementation of policy 2.2.6.1 a);   
c. align land use planning with applicable housing and homelessness plans required 

under the Housing Services Act, 2011;   
d. address housing needs in accordance with provincial policy statements such as the 

Policy Statement: “Service Manager Housing and Homelessness Plans”; and   
e. implement policy 2.2.6.1 a), b), c) and d) through official plan policies and 

designations and zoning by-laws.  

2. Notwithstanding policy 1.4.1 of the PPS, 2020, in implementing policy 2.2.6.1, 
municipalities will support the achievement of complete communities by:   

a. planning to accommodate forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan;   
b. planning to achieve the minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan;   
c. considering the range and mix of housing options and densities of the existing 

housing stock; and   
d. planning to diversify their overall housing stock across the municipality.  

3. To support the achievement of complete communities, municipalities will consider the 
use of available tools to require that multi-unit residential developments incorporate a mix 
of unit sizes to accommodate a diverse range of household sizes and incomes.  

Planning Comment  

The proposed development will contribute to the City’s density targets by providing 
appropriate intensification on underutilized lands. The subject lands are in close proximity to 
an existing commercial area along Upper James Street and the proposed development will 
contribute to a complete community by increasing the City’s housing stock. 

 

Therefore, the proposed development conforms to the Growth Plan. 
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4.4  Urban Hamilton Off icial Plan 

The Urban Hamilton Official Plan (“UHOP”) was declared in force and effect on August 2013, as 

a replacement to the seven former Official Plans. The UHOP outlines land use goals, objectives 

and policies that the Municipality has determined are in the best interest of the long-term growth 

of the City. 

 

Schedule E-1 – Land Use Designation of the UHOP designates the lands as “Neighbourhoods” 

(See Figure 3 – UHOP Urban Land Use Designations) and are appropriate for low density 

residential development.  

 

Urban Structure 

Policy Planning Comment 

E.2.6.2, 
E.2.6.4 
& 
E.2.6.7 

The subject lands are designated Neighbourhoods, with access to local 
commercial, local community facilities/services and open space and park uses 
including William Connell City-Wide Park, the Upper James Community Node 
(including South Hamilton Square, Upper James Square etc.) and multiple 
schools and churches. The subject lands are an appropriate location for gentle 
residential intensification through the development of forty-four (44) single 
detached dwellings that are consistent with the surrounding neighbourhood in 
use, height, setbacks and building materials. 

Neighbourhoods – General Policies 

Policy Planning Comment 

E.3.2.1 The proposal will facilitate forty-four (44) new residential dwelling units within a 
stable neighbourhood and within walking distance of several services, including 
commercial uses and transit. 

E.3.2.2 Schedule E-1 – Urban Land Use Designation designates the lands 

‘Neighbourhoods.’ 

E.3.2.3 Single-detached dwellings are a permitted residential use. 

E.3.2.4 The proposed dwellings will maintain the character of the area, by considering 

appropriate scale, character and lotting patterns that are compatible with the 

neighbourhood. 

E.3.2.5-

E.3.2.6 

Not applicable. 

E.3.2.7 The proposed development provides right-of-way and pedestrian connections to 
the future Spring Meadow Grove and Forest Breeze Path. Design elements such 
as dwelling façade materials, porches, stepped back garages and landscaping 
will be considered in the final dwelling designs to mitigate any impacts to the 
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streetscape. The proposed lots will provide manicured landscaping in the front 
and side yards. The lots along Rymal Road West front onto an existing public 
road and will be required to dedicate lands for a road widening. Rymal Road 
West is not currently urbanized with sidewalks or bicycle lanes, but upgrades are 
planned for in the future. Map 1A of the City of Hamilton Transportation Master 
Plan identifies Rymal Road West as the location for a planned bike lane. 
However, Spring Meadow Grove and Forest Breeze Path will provide sidewalks 
on one side. The subject lands are in proximity to a variety of community service 
and commercial uses that can be accessed via vehicles, active transportation 
and transit. Urban Design policies of Section B.3.3 are reviewed below.  

E.3.2.8-

E.3.2.10 

Not applicable. 

E.3.2.11 Not applicable. 

E.3.2.12 The proposed dwelling units will result in appropriate intensification of the subject 

lands to maximize the efficiency of urban lands. The subject lands were not 

identified to consist of natural resources that restrict development nor would the 

proposed development impact natural resources, if applicable. 

E.3.2.13 Residential Intensification Policies of Section B.2.4. and Division and Land 

policies of Section F.1.14 have been reviewed below. 

E.3.2.14 Not applicable. 

E.3.2.15 The proposed dwelling units are designed to ensure compatibility with 

surrounding land uses with lots of compatible width and area and dwellings that 

will comply to the maximum permitted height of the R-4 District and C District. 

Residential Uses – General Policies 

Policy Planning Comment 

E.3.3.1 The proposal is for single-detached dwellings, which are low density residential 

built forms on newly created lots that are accessed from a major arterial and new 

proposed local roads. While the majority of the proposal is located within the 

interior of a neighbourhood the two lots fronting Rymal Road West are 

surrounded by existing single-detached dwellings and will therefore, maintain the 

existing character of the built form along Rymal Road West.  

E.3.3.2 The proposal for low density residential development is adjacent to existing low 

density residential housing and will therefore, maintain consistency with the 

existing built form.  
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Low Density Residential 

Policy Planning Comment 

E.3.4.1 The majority of the proposal is located within the interior of a neighbourhood. 

However, the proposed lots that front Rymal Road West are surrounded by 

existing single-detached dwellings and as such, low density residential is 

appropriate and prevalent in the area. 

E.3.4.2 The proposal will facilitate dwelling units that have direct access from grade. 

E.3.4.3 The proposal is for single-detached dwellings. 

E.3.4.4 The proposed density is calculated based on the total land area of the subject 

lands that pertain to the Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of Subdivision 

applications. The proposal provides a density of 22.23 units per hectare with 44 

proposed dwellings on a total land area of 1.979ha (including the R.O.W 

widening on Rymal Road.  

E.3.4.5 The proposed single-detached dwellings will conform to the maximum permitted 

height of the R-4 District and C District. 

E.3.4.6 The majority of subject lands will not front onto a major or minor arterial road, 

however, two of the proposed lots will front onto a major arterial road (Rymal 

Road West). The proposed dwellings will have direct frontage onto Rymal Road 

West to contribute to the emerging urban landscape of a historical rural area of 

the City. The proposal fits within the existing development on Rymal Road West 

in an area where low density residential uses are prevalent. The proposed  lot 

widths and areas are compatible with the streetscape character in terms of 

setbacks, scale and form to maintain compatibility.  

General  Residential  Intensif icat ion Polic ies 

Policy Planning Comment 

B.2.4.1.1 The subject lands are within the Built-Up Area and meet relevant policies of 
Chapter E residential and intensification policies. Further, the proposal will be 
implemented by a Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of Subdivision 
applications as per the policies of Chapter F. 

B.2.4.1.2 The subject lands are not within an Urban Node or Urban Corridor. However, the 
location and built form of low density development is appropriate with 
consideration to the surrounding neighbourhood context. 
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B.2.3.1.4 The low density residential land use is located within Neighbourhoods of the 
Urban Structure and will contribute to achieving the 40% residential 
intensification target. 

B.2.4.1.4 a) Criteria b) through g) has been reviewed as follows: 

The proposed development will continue the existing built form and streetscape, 
as well as providing dwellings that will have a similar scale, form and character of 
the existing and planned surrounding neighbourhood context. Existing 
infrastructure and transportation can support the proposal. For the 2 proposed 
lots fronting Rymal Road, hammerhead driveways will be accommodated in the 
front yards to ensure safe traffic flow. As reviewed and discussed throughout this 
Report, the proposal is aligned with all the applicable policies. 

Residential  Intensif icat ion in the Neighbourhood Designation 

Policy Planning Comment 

B.2.4.2.1 Section E.3.0 has been reviewed above.  

B.2.4.2.2 Criteria of Policy B.2.4.1.4 has been reviewed above. The development 
conforms to the criteria. The proposal will permit the development of single-
detached dwellings that abut existing single-detached dwellings with a lotting 
pattern that will not cause overlook or shadowing on adjacent dwellings. The 
increase of traffic is not anticipated to impact the existing flow and function of the 
neighbourhood as Rymal Road West is a major arterial road and hammerhead 
driveways will be accommodated to ensure safe traffic flow. The proposed 
development can be supported by the newly constructed roads (Spring Meadow 
Grove and Forest Breeze Path) and, as such, supporting studies such as a 
Traffic Impact Study or Transportation Demand Management are not required.  

 

The following reviews the proposed development in context with the applicable urban design 

policies.  

Urban Design -  General Pol icies 

Policy Planning Comment 

B.3.3.2.3 The development will foster a sense of community pride and identity by 

contributing to redeveloping the streetscape with dwellings that have significant 

topographical or natural heritage features iconic to Hamilton and therefore, the 

subject lands are appropriate for redevelopment. The proposal will be aligned 

with the existing neighbouhood character by providing single family homes 

within a stable neighbourhood that is experiencing new residential growth. 
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B.3.3.2.4 The proposal is made up of a lotting pattern that is logical and aligned with best 

practices in terms of engineering and design. The placement of buildings will be 

cohesive with surrounding properties and will comply with the proposed  

Districts of Zoning By-law No. 6593. The final building materials will consider the 

surrounding area and intends to enhance the character of the neighbourhood 

with compatible designs. Landscaping and building setbacks will be used to add 

to the public vistas and view corridors. Street noise will be minimal per the Noise 

Study submitted.  

B.3.3.2.5 The proposal will provide dwelling units on an existing municipal right-of-way 

that provides vehicular connections to multiple land uses. The proposed two (2) 

units fronting Rymal Road will provide hammerhead driveways to ensure safe 

traffic flow and vehicular connections. The buildings will have entrances that are 

visible from the street and will integrate pedestrian-scale lighting for visibility and 

safety. The proposed dwellings are located along an existing transit line, with 

bus stops within walking proximity. The proposed forty-two (42) single detached 

dwellings will front onto the extension of Spring Meadow Grove, with adequate 

vehicular connections between the existing and proposed developments. 

B.3.3.2.6 The proposed dwellings will be compatible with the character of the 

neighbourhood by providing landscaping that is consistent with surrounding lots, 

the use of compatible building materials, building height and setbacks that are 

aligned with the existing built form.  

B.3.3.2.7 The proposed intensification will contribute to the building stock in Hamilton’s 

market, in an area with existing infrastructure and supports. The proposed use 

will allow for a more efficient use of the subject lands that will accommodate a 

more diverse group of residents. 

B.3.3.2.8 Environmental sustainability is promoted in the proposal by utilizing existing 

urban lands and infrastructure. The proposed lots and dwellings will contribute 

to a more compact and efficient development than the current land use. The 

proposed lot areas can accommodate adequate landscaped open space to 

contribute to stormwater management with permeable surface cover. Energy 

efficient features will be considered in the dwelling design. 

B.3.3.2.9 The proposal supports physical and mental health by providing future residents 

with the means to access various community resources and land uses via 

existing streets and providing various transportation options. 
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B.3.3.2.10 The development proposes two lots fronting Rymal Road West, an established 

street that provides access to public transit, street lighting, and planned future 

bike lanes. The proposed lots to the north will have frontage off of the future 

Spring Meadow Grove. The proposed Spring Meadow Grove provides vehicular 

and pedestrian connection between the future developments to the east and 

west, with additional connection to the north via the proposed Forest Breeze 

Path.  

Built Form 

B.3.3.3.1 The proposed 15.23 metre lots off of Rymal Road West are suitable for single-
detached dwellings with a lotting pattern that is consistent with the existing 
neighbourhood context. The proposed lots to the north, off of the future Spring 
Meadow Grove, provide an average lot width of 10.43 metres, which is 
consistent with the future developments to the west, north and east. 

B.3.3.3.2 The proposed single-detached dwellings will be designed according to the “C” 
and “R4” Districts and therefore will have a height and gross floor area that is 
consistent with the existing neighbourhood context. Therefore, the impacts of 
new development such as shadows, wind and privacy will be mitigated as the 
proposal is for low profile buildings with a similar built form with the existing 
neighbourhood. The proposed lot pattern continues the logical lot fabric of 
Rymal Road West and the proposed developments to the north and east of the 
subject lands. the proposed lots are planned to abut future rear yards. 

B.3.3.3.3 The dwellings will be proportionate to the existing massing along the 
streetscapes with similar setbacks and building design. 

B.3.3.3.4 The proposed dwellings will maintain consistent setbacks and building 
elevations found within the existing neighbourhood. 

B.3.3.3.5 The dwellings propose a built form that creates a comfortable pedestrian 
environment by orienting the dwellings to address the street, with the main 
entrance from the front door and landscaping in the front and side yards.  

 

In conclusion, the development conforms to the Neighbourhoods low density and associated 

policies of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan.   
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Figure 3 -  UHOP Urban Land Use Designation 
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4.5  Sheldon Neighbourhood Plan 

The subject lands are designated “Single and Double Residential” in the Sheldon 

Neighbourhood Plan, which was approved by the former City of Hamilton City Council on March 

12, 1978 and further amended on April 15, 1993. 

 

The intent of this designation is to provide residential development to include single and double 

family housing in the majority of the undeveloped areas with lot sizes of approximately 360 sqm 

and greater. The proposed development is compatible with height and density of adjacent 

developments, both existing and planned.  

As such, the proposal is aligned with the original intent of the neighbourhood structure by 

providing “single” residential uses. Therefore, the cultural heritage of the street and 

neighbourhood is maintained. 

 

4.6  City of Hamilton Zoning By-law No. 6593 

The former City of Hamilton Zoning By-law No. 6593 (“ZBL”) is currently in force and effect, most 

recently consolidated in April 2015. The subject lands are currently zoned Urban Protected 

Residential One and Two Family Dwellings, etc. (R-2-“H”) District, Agricultural (AA) District and 

Urban Protected Residential (C/S-1788) District, Modified (See Figure 4 – Existing Zoning Map). 

The existing zoning permits single-detached dwellings, however, does not permit the intensity of 

use proposed.  

 

To facilitate the proposed development a ZBA is required. The intent of the ZBA is to rezone the 

front portion of 226 Rymal Road West from the Agriculture (AA) District to the Urban Protected 

Residential, Etc. (C) District, Modified, and rezone part of 204, 212, 220 & 226 Rymal Road 

West and the three unaddressed parcels from the Urban Protected Residential – One and Two 

Family Dwellings, Etc. (R-2-‘H’) District, Agriculture (AA) District and Urban Protected 

Residential (C/S-1788) District, Modified to the Small Lot Single Family Dwelling (R-4/S-XX) 

District, Modified in the City of Hamilton Zoning By-law No. 6593 (See Figure 5 – Proposed 

Zoning Map). 
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Figure 4 - Existing Zoning Map 

 

Figure 5 – Proposed Zoning Map
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Table 1 – “R-4” District Zoning Chart below is an overview of the proposed use in context with 

the provisions of the “R-4” Districts. Highlights are provided to reflect site specific regulations 

required for the proposed development. Refer to Appendix C – Draft Amening Zoning By-law. 

 

Table 1 – “R-4” District Zoning Cart 

PART OF 204, 212, 220 & 226 RYMAL ROAD WEST (REFERENCE TO SUBJECT LANDS ONLY) 
R-4 (SMALL LOT SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING) DISTRICT OF ZONING BY-LAW NO. 6593 

PROVISION REQUIRED PROPOSED CONFORMITY 
Permitted Uses 
9A.1.a.1 

A single family dwelling A single family dwelling Yes 

Maximum Height 
9A.2.a.1 

11.0m 11.0m Yes 

Minimum Front 
Yard 
9A.2.b.1.i 

6.0m 
 

4.5m to the façade of a 
dwelling 
6.0m to an attached garage 

No 

Minimum Setback 
to the Hypotenuse 
of a Daylight 
Triangle 

N/A 0.86m No 

Minimum Side Yard 
of an Interior Lot 
9A.2.b.1.ii.A 

At least one side yard of 1.2m One side yard of 1.2m 
One side yard of 0.8m 

No 

Minimum Side Yard 
of a Corner lot 
9A.2.b.1.ii.B 

Having a flankage width of not 
less than 1.2m 

1.2m Yes 

Minimum Side Yard 
Abutting a 
Residential District 
9A.2.b.1.iii 

1.2m  1.2m Yes 

Minimum Rear Yard 
9A.2.b.1.iv 

7.5m 7.5m Yes 

Average Intensity of 
Use 
9A.2.c.1 

Average Lot Width: 10.0m 
Average Lot Area: 306.0m2 

Average Lot Width: 10.43m 
Average Lot Area: 
338.89m2 

Yes 

Minimum Intensity 
of Use 
9A.2.c.2 

Min. Lot Width: 9.0m 
Min. Lot Area: 278.0m2 

Min. Lot Width: 9.96 
Min. Lot Area: 286.19m2 

Yes 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

REGULATION REQUIRED PROPOSED CONFORMITY 
Encroachment of 
Eaves 
18.3.vi.b. 

Max. 1.5m into a required front 
yard and not closer to a street 
line than 1.5m. 
 
Max. 1.5m into a required rear 
yard. 
 
Max. 1.0m into required side yard 
or not more than 1/2 of its width, 
whichever is the lesser. 
1.2m/2 = 0.6m 
0.8m/2 = 0.4m 

0.6m 
 
 
 
0.6m 
 
 
0.4m 
 

Yes 
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Encroachment of an 
Unenclosed Porch 
18.3.vi.d 

Max. 3.0m into a required front or 
rear yard and not closer than 
1.5m from the front lot line. 

3.0m into a required front 
yard 
3.0m from front lot line 

Yes 

Minimum 
Landscaped Area of 
the Front Yard 
18.14.i 

50% 40% for all lots except 
32% where a daylight 
triangle is required 

No 

PARKING AND LOADING REQUIREMENTS 

REGULATION REQUIRED PROPOSED CONFORMITY 
Minimum Parking 
Space Dimension 
18A.7 

2.7m wide 
6.0m long 

2.7m wide 
6.0m long 

Yes 

Minimum Required 
Parking 
18A.Table 1 

2 parking spaces for each Class 
A dwelling unit. 
42 units x 2 = 84 Spaces 

84 spaces Yes 

 

 

Table 2 – “C” District Zoning Chart below is an overview of the proposed use in context with the 
provisions of the “C” Districts. Highlights are provided to reflect site specific regulations required 
for the proposed development. 
 
Table 1 – “C” District Zoning Cart 

PART OF 226 RYMAL ROAD WEST (REFERENCE TO SUBJECT LANDS ONLY) 
C (URBAN PROTECTED RESIDENTAIL, ETC.) DISTRICT OF ZONING BY-LAW NO. 6593 

PROVISION REQUIRED PROPOSED CONFORMITY 
Permitted Uses 
9.1.a.1 

A single family dwelling A single family dwelling Yes 

Maximum Height 
9.2. 

Two and a half storeys and 
11.0m 

Two and a half storeys and 
11.0m 

Yes 

Area Requirements 
Minimum Front 
Yard 
9.3.i 

6.0m 
 

10.0m Yes 

Area Requirements 
Minimum Side Yard 
9.3.ii 

1.2m 1.2m Yes 

Area Requirements 
Minimum Rear Yard 
9.3.iii 

7.5m 16.8m Yes 

Intensity of Use 
9.4 

Min. Lot Width: 12.0m 
Min. Lot Area: 360.0m2 

Min. Lot Width: 15.23m 
Min. Lot Area: 640.86m2 

Yes 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

REGULATION REQUIRED PROPOSED CONFORMITY 
Encroachment of 
Eaves 
18.3.vi.b. 

Max. 1.5m into a required front 
yard and not closer to a street 
line than 1.5m. 
 
Max 1.5m into a required rear 
yard. 
 

0.6m 
 
 
0.6m 
 
0.6m 
 

Yes 
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Max. 1.0m into required side yard 
or not more than 1/2 of its width, 
whichever is the lesser. 
1.2m/2 = 0.6m 

Encroachment of an 
Unenclosed Porch 
18.3.vi.d 

Max. 3.0m into a required front or 
rear yard and not closer than 
1.5m from the front lot line. 

3.0m into a required front 
yard 
3.0m from front lot line 

Yes 

Minimum 
Landscaped Area of 
the Front Yard 
18.14.i 

50% 40% No 

PARKING AND LOADING REQUIREMENTS 

REGULATION REQUIRED PROPOSED CONFORMITY 
Minimum Parking 
Space Dimension 
18A.7 

2.7m wide 
6.0m long 

2.7m wide 
6.0m long 

Yes 

Hammerhead 
Driveway 

N/A A hammerhead shall be 
provided for lots which have 
frontage onto Rymal Road 
West 

No 

Minimum 
Hammerhead 
Driveway Size 

N/A 2.75m wide hammerhead 
3.5m long hammerhead 
5.48m wide driveway 

No 

Minimum Required 
Parking 
18A.Table 1 

2 parking spaces for each Class 
A dwelling unit. 
 
2 units x 2 = 4 Spaces 

4 spaces Yes 

 

Refer to Section 5.3 Planning Analysis – Zoning By-law Amendment for discussion of the 

proposed site-specific provisions. 
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5.0 Planning Analysis 

The Planning Analysis is presented in three sections.  The first part of the discussion will 

summarize findings of conformity with Provincial interest and policies (Section 5.1) followed by 

conformity with the Urban Hamilton Official Plan and Neighbourhood Plan (Section 5.2).  The 

latter part will provide a scoped planning discussion to support the Zoning Bylaw Amendment 

(Section 5.3) 

5.1  Provincial Interests 

The Planning Act provides specific criteria for the approval of a Draft Plan of Subdivision 

(DPS) per Section 51 (24). The DPS facilitates logical extension of planned municipal 

infrastructure installation to allow for construction related activities and municipal revenue, 

related to building occupancy, as demonstrated in the submitted supporting studies. The 

DPS creates blocks and roads that are cohesive with and will connect to the planned future 

development bounded to the north, west and east. The development proposes a logical 

lotting pattern that is consistent with the surrounding, existing and planned future 

development. The DPS protects the public interest and will not negatively impact capacity, 

natural heritage resources or cultural heritage resources. The proposed ZBA is consistent 

with the Planning Act, R.S.O, c.P.13. 

The Planning Act requires that, “decisions affecting planning matters shall be consistent 

with the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS). The subject lands are located within an existing 

“Settlement Area” known as the City of Hamilton. The proposed infill development will 

provide residential intensification on vacant and underutilized lands, contributing towards 

the efficient use of urban lands. The proposed land use will contribute to the overall viability 

of the settlement area by providing gentle intensification in an established neighbourhood 

with no adverse impacts to significant heritage resources. The proposed ZBA is consistent 

with the PPS, 2020. 

The subject lands are located within the “Delineated Built-Up Area” of the Growth Plan 

which have existing and planned municipal water and wastewater systems. The proposed 

development of forty-four (44) single detached dwellings, will provide contextually 

appropriate residential intensification that will contribute to Hamilton’s housing stock. The 

subject lands have convenient access to existing transit networks and community services. 

The proposed ZBA conforms to the Growth Plan, 2019. 
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5.2  Urban Hamilton Off icial Plan and Sheldon Neighbourhood Plan 

The subject lands are designated “Neighbourhoods” in the Urban Hamilton Official Plan. 

The subject lands are located along a major arterial (Rymal Road West). Rymal Road West 

connects to minor arterials to the west (Garth Street) and east (West 5th Street). The subject 

lands are located along a bus route with bus stops located at 226 Rymal Road West and the 

intersection of Rymal Road West and Krieghoff Drive. The subject lands are located in close 

proximity to a number of local community services with a Primary Corridor along Upper 

James Street and a Community Node along Upper James Street at Rymal Road West. 

The Neighbourhoods designation permits the full range of residential dwelling uses, 

including single-detached dwellings. The subject lands are appropriate for low density 

residential development with a built form that is compatible with the existing neighbourhood 

character, having respect for building height, scale, exterior materials and zoning 

regulations. The residential dwellings are supported by existing and planned future 

municipal infrastructure including roads, transit and water services that will support the 

future residents’ well-being. The proposed development will facilitate the connection of the 

planned future land development to the north, west and east, via Spring Meadow Grove and 

Forest Breeze Path. The submitted Preliminary Servicing Report (Urbex Engineering Inc., 

2021) confirms the majority of the lands generally slope and drain northerly towards the 

stormwater management (SWM) facility at William Connell Park. The sanitary service for 

Rymal Road West fronting lots will continue to drain to existing sanitary sewer on Rymal 

Road West, while the future lots to the north will be directed to Eden Park Phase 2.  The 

water service for the Rymal Road West Fronting lots will continue to be from existing 

watermain in Rymal Road West.  The future lots to the north will be serviced by extension of 

watermains from Sheldon’s Gate and Eden Park subdivisions.  Water will initially be 

available through connection to Sheldon’s Gate subdivision and later connected to the 

future Spring Meadows Grove road extension. 

As reviewed in Section 4.4: Planning Framework of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, the 

proposed development conforms to the Urban Structure (E.2.0), Neighbourhoods (E.3.0), 

and Residential Intensification (B.2) policies and achieves the Urban Design Goals (B.3.3). 

As such, the proposed ZBA and DPS to permit forty-four (44) single detached dwellings, 

conforms to the UHOP. 

The Sheldon Neighbourhood Plan designates the subject lands “Single and Double 

Residential”. The development proposes a “single” residential use and as such, maintains 

the cultural heritage and is aligned with the original intent of the street and neighbourhood. 
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5.3  Zoning By-law Amendment 

To facilitate the proposed development of the subject lands, a Zoning By-law Amendment 

(ZBA) is required to rezone the front portion of 226 Rymal Road West from the Agriculture 

(AA) District to the Urban Protected Residential, Etc. (C) District, Modified and rezone part 

of 204, 212, 220 & 226 Rymal Road West and the three unaddressed parcels from the 

Urban Protected Residential – One and Two Family Dwellings, Etc. (R-2-‘H’) District, 

Agriculture (AA) District and Urban Protected Residential (C/S-1788) District, Modified to 

the Small Lot Single Family Dwelling (R-4/S-XX) District, Modified in the City of Hamilton 

Zoning By-law No. 6593. The current zoning of the subject lands does not implement the 

Provincial and Local planning policies of encouraging compatible, infill residential 

development to achieve residential growth throughout the urban landscape. 

To support the ZBA application, a Draft Amending Zoning By-law has been prepared and 

can be found as Appendix C to this report. As shown in Table 1 of Section 4.6, several site-

specific provisions to the “R-4” District are required to facilitate the proposed development. 

The following is a discussion of the proposed site-specific provisions: 

Modification 1  Front Yard 

 

The minimum required front yard setback is 6.0 metres whereas 4.5 metres to the 

façade of a dwelling and 6.0 metres to an attached garage is proposed. The proposed 

setback is required to facilitate a single detached dwelling that contributes to a more 

defined and animated streetscape and building articulation. The proposed front yard 

setback is generally consistent with the front yards provided in the area. The proposed 

front yard setback will accommodate appropriate landscaping and amenity area. 

 

Modification 2 Setback to the Hypotenuse of a Daylight Triangle 

The Draft Amending By-law proposes to establish a minimum setback to the 

hypotenuse of a daylight triangle of 0.86 metres, where no defined daylight triangle 

setback is required. The proposed setback is in recognition of lots 15 and 16 which 

have an exterior side yard adjacent to the proposed Forest Breeze Path. As such, a 

minimum setback of 0.86 metres to the hypotenuse of a daylight triangle is proposed. 

The proposed provision maintains functional front and side yards that accommodate 

landscaping, driveway access to the attached garage and pedestrian access.  

Modification 3 Interior Side Yard Setback 

 

The minimum required interior side yard setback is at least one side yard of 1.2 metres 

whereas one side yard of 1.2 metres and one side yard of 0.8 metres for each lot is 

proposed. The proposed site specific interior side yard provision ensures that sufficient 

yards are provided for both side yards within the proposed development. The proposed 

side yard setback is consistent with what has been approved for the Sheldon’s Gate 

Subdivision to the east of the subject lands. As such, the proposed setbacks are 
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consistent with the surrounding neighbourhood and will maintain the functionality of the 

side yards and accommodate appropriate landscaping.  

 

Modification 4 Front Yard Landscaped Area 

 

The minimum required landscaped area within a front yard is 50% of the gross area of 

the front yard, whereas 40% of the gross area of the front yard, except 32% where a 

daylight triangle is required, is proposed. Sufficient landscaped area and private 

amenity space will be provided in the front, side and rear yards. The proposed 

reduction in landscaped area facilitates the improved building articulation and street 

presence achieved by pulling the dwelling façade closer to the street while setting the 

garage behind the façade.  

 

As shown in Table 2 of Section 4.6, several site-specific provisions to the “C” District 

are required to facilitate the proposed development. The following is a discussion of the 

proposed site-specific provisions: 

Modification 1  Front Yard Landscaped Area 

Modification 2  Hammerhead Driveway  

 

The minimum required landscaped area within a front yard is 50% of the gross area of 

the front yard, whereas 40% of the gross area of the front yard is proposed. The 

proposed site specific provision allows for the provision of a hammerhead driveway for 

lots fronting onto Rymal Road West. The development proposes to implement a new 

provision to require a hammerhead for lots which have frontage onto Rymal Road West 

which shall have a minimum width of 2.75 metres and a minimum length of 3.5 metres 

with a minimum driveway width of 5.5 metres. The hammerhead driveway and the 

proposed hammerhead width and length, allows parking maneuverability to be 

contained within the site for safe and efficient access onto Rymal Road West. The 

proposed lots continue to provide sufficient landscaped area and private amenity space 

in the rear yards.  

 

Supporting studies such as the Tree Preservation Plan/Tree Management Plan, Landscape 

Plan, Preliminary Functional Servicing Report, Environmental Noise Impact Assessment and 

Archaeological Assessment, have been completed to ensure the requested Zoning By-law 

Amendment and Draft Plan of Subdivision are feasible and appropriate. In conclusion, the 

proposed development and implementing Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of 

Subdivision are consistent with the PPS and Growth Plan and conforms to the Urban Hamilton 

Official Plan. 
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6.0 Implementation 

This proposal is to be implemented through the Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of 

Subdivision planning processes to permit the low density infill residential development. A 

subsequent Consent to Sever Lands application will be submitted to facilitate the land assembly 

to create the proposed lots.  

 

A Draft amending Zoning By-law has been prepared and can be found in Appendix C to this 

report, in addition to the Draft Plan of Subdivision which can be found in Appendix A. 
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7.0 Conclusions 

A Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of Subdivision are required to facilitate the 

proposed development. The Zoning By-law Amendment is required to rezone the front portion of 

226 Rymal Road West from the Agriculture (AA) District to the Urban Protected Residential, Etc. 

(C) District, Modified, and rezone part of 204, 212, 220 & 226 Rymal Road West and the three 

unaddressed parcels from the Urban Protected Residential – One and Two Family Dwellings, 

Etc. (R-2-‘H’) District, Agriculture (AA) District and Urban Protected Residential (C/S-1788) 

District, Modified to the Small Lot Single Family Dwelling (R-4/S-XX) District, Modified in the City 

of Hamilton Zoning By-law No. 6593. The proposed ZBA and DPS are consistent with, and 

conform to the applicable planning policy framework as follows: 

 

• They are consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement and the Growth Plan for the 

Greater Golden Horseshoe, in that growth is directed to Settlement Areas adjacent to 

existing and planned development;  

 

• They conform to the Urban Hamilton Official Plan land use designations, as the 

proposed use, scale and built form is permitted while maintaining compatibility with the 

existing neighbourhood character; 

 

• Adequate municipal services are available to service the lots fronting Rymal Road West 

without the need for extension or expansion of municipal resources. The logical 

extension of municipal services from Eden Park Phase 2 and Sheldon’s Gate 

subdivisions, to service the lots to the north, will connect the approved and planned 

developments surrounding the subject lands; 

 

• Represents good planning by providing infill residential development in an established 

neighbourhood. 

 

 

The proposed infill residential development and associated amendment to the former City of 

Hamilton Zoning By-law No. 6593 and Draft Plan of Subdivision is appropriate, desirable and 

reflects good land use planning for the subject lands. 

 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

T. Johns Consulting Group Ltd. 

 

 
Diana Morris, BA, MCIP, RPP 

Senior Planner
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Appendix A: 
Draft Plan of Subdivision 

 
 

  



N.T.S.
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 Explanation 

Target audience of the consultation The target audience of the consultation 

includes the residents and land owners within  

120 metres of the subject lands. 

If done, record of consultation efforts made 

before the application was submitted. 

Not applicable.   

List the stakeholders and how they are 

impacted 

Owners/Tenants of dwellings to the north, 

south, east and west of the subject lands.  

Some perceived impacts may be privacy and 

shadowing. 

Tools to be used to consult/engage the public A mail out letter with an explanation of the 

proposed redevelopment will be provided 

within 30 days of the submitted application 

being deemed complete. The letter will include 

details regarding the proposed development 

and contact information of the Planning 

Consultant on file should residents have any 

questions or concerns. A microsite on the T. 

Johns Consulting Group Community Portals 

page, that provides information on the 

proposed development and project updates, 

may be considered as an additional tool. 

Timing of consultation Subsequent to letters that will be mailed out 

within 30 days of the submitted application 

deemed complete. A Neighbourhood Open 

House may be hosted subject to 

neighbourhood feedback after receiving the 

mail out letter.  

Method to receive and document comments The mail out letter will provide the Consultant 

Planner contact including email and address. 

All comments will be recorded and filed per our 

internal filing policies. Once the consultation 

process has concluded, a summary memo will  

be prepared and submitted to the City. All 

stakeholders are within 120 metres of the 

subject lands and will therefore be captured in  

the City’s public circulation of the Notice of 

Complete Application.  

Proposed participants in consultation and their 

role 

T. Johns Consulting Group Ltd:  

Agents  

T. Johns Consulting Group (T. Johns) will 

coordinate and document the public 

consultation process. T. Johns will prepare 
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and mail out the letter that describes the 

reasons for the applications. T. Johns can 

provide general information on the planning 

process and policy framework. T. Johns will 

update the City accordingly.  

  

Land owners/Developers:  

Will attend Neighbourhood Open House 

should they be necessary, at the discretion of  

T. Johns Consulting Group’s 

recommendation.  

  

Other consultants:  

Depending on the issues raised by Staff and 

residents through the initial City circulation of  

the Notice of Complete Application and 

Consultant mailed out letter, other members of  

the project team may be included as subject-

specific matters arise.  

  

Should there be a need for an open house, 

City Planning Staff and the Ward Councilor will  

be invited. 

Requested City Resources Not applicable. 

 

Expected/Potential Issues Unknown.  

 

 

The Public Consultation Strategy is flexible and subject to change pending discussions with staff 

and the Ward Councilor regarding the target stakeholders and the most appropriate consultation 

methods. 
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CITY OF HAMILTON 

BY-LAW NO. –  ____ 

 

 

To Amend Zoning By-law No. 6593 (City of Hamilton) 

Respecting Lands located at 226 and Part of 204, 212 & 220 Rymal Road West in the City of 

Hamilton. 

 

 

WHEREAS the City of Hamilton Act, 1999, Statutes of Ontario, 1999 Chap. 14, Sch. C. did 

incorporate, as of January 1st, 2001, the municipality “City of Hamilton”; 

 

AND WHEREAS the City of Hamilton is the successor to certain area municipalities, including the 

former area municipality known as “The Corporation of the City of Hamilton” and is the successor 

to the former Regional Municipality, namely, “The Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth”; 

 

AND WHEREAS the City of Hamilton Act, 1999 provides that the Zoning By-laws and Official Plan 

of the former area municipalities and the Official Plan of the former regional municipality continue 

in force in the City of Hamilton until subsequently amended or repealed by the Council of the City 

of Hamilton; 

 

AND WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the City of Hamilton passed Zoning By-law 

No. 6593 (Hamilton) on the 25th day of July 1950, which by-law was approved by the Ontario 

Municipal Board by Order dated the 7th day of December 1951, (File No. P.F.C 3821); 

 

AND WHEREAS the Council of the City of Hamilton, in adopting item ___ of Report 18- _____ of 

the Planning Committee, at its meeting held on the _______ day of ________, 20__, 

recommended that Zoning By-law No. 6593 (Hamilton), be amended as hereinafter provided; 

 

AND WHEREAS this By-law is in conformity with the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, in accordance 

with the provisions of the Planning Act.  

 

NOW THEREFORE the Council and the City of Hamilton enacts as follows: 

 

1. That Sheet No. ___ of the District Maps, appended to and forming part of By-law No. 6593 

(Hamilton), is amended by changing the following: 

 

a. That lands Part of 226 Rymal Road West be re-zoned from the “AA” (Agricultural) 

District, to the “C” (Urban Protected Residential, Etc.) District; Modified and; 

 

b. That lands Part of 204, 212, 220 & 226 Rymal Road West and three unaddressed 

parcels be re-zoned from the “R-2-‘H’” (Urban Protected Residential – One and Two 

Family Dwellings, Etc., “AA” (Agricultural) District, and “C/S-1788” (Urban Protected 
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Residential, Etc.) District, Modified, to the “R-4/S-XX” (Small Lot Single Family 

Dwelling) District, Modified. 

 

on the lands of the extent and boundaries of which are shown of the plan hereto annexed 

as Schedule “A”. 

 

 

2. That Section Nineteen B Special Requirements of Zoning By-law No. 6593, is hereby 

further amended by adding a new special requirement, “C/__”, as follows: 

 

“C/___” 

 

That the “C” (Urban Protected Residential, Etc.) District provisions, as contained in Section 

Nine of Zoning By-law No. 6593, applicable to lands described Part of 226 Rymal Road 

West, as detailed in Section 1 of this By-law, be modified to include the following special 

requirements: 

 

 

a) That notwithstanding Section 18(14)(i), Section 18(14)(ii) and Section 18A(14)(a), 

(b) and (d), not less than 40% of the gross area of the front yard shall be used for 

landscaped area, excluding concrete, asphalt, gravel, pavers or other similar 

materials, to accommodate a hammerhead as part of the driveway. 

 

b) That in addition to Section 18A, a hammerhead shall be provided for lots which 

have frontage onto Rymal Road West which shall have dimensions of a minimum 

of 2.75m in width and a minimum of 3.5m in length and located along a driveway 

having a minimum width of 5.50 metres. 

 

 

 

3. That Section Nineteen B Special Requirements of Zoning By-law No. 6593, is hereby 

further amended by adding a new special requirement, “R-4/__”, as follows:  

 

“R-4/___” 

 

That the “R-4” (Small Lot Single Family Dwelling) District regulations, as contained in 

Section Nine A of Zoning By-law No. 6593, applicable to lands described Part of 204, 212, 

220 & 226 Rymal Road West, as detailed in Section 1 of this By-law, be modified to include 

the following special requirements: 

 

a) That notwithstanding Section 9A(2)(b)(1)(i), a front yard for a single detached 

dwelling shall be permitted to have a depth of not less than 4.5 metres to the 

façade of a dwelling and not less than 6.0 metres to an attached garage. 
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b) That in addition to Section 9A(2)(b)(1)(i), a minimum setback to the hypotenuse of 

a daylight triangle of 0.8 metres shall be required.  

 

c) That notwithstanding Subsection 2(b)(1)(ii), a minimum side yard depth as 

follows shall be provided and maintained for a single family dwelling: 

 

i) minimum of 1.2 metres on one side and 0.8 metres on the other side subject to 

a maintenance easement registered on title for any minimum side yard that is less 

than 1.2 metres, with said maintenance easement permitting encroachment for 

maintenance purposes only for no more than 0.8 metres into the side yard with a 

side yard setback less than 1.2 metres. A 0.8 metre side yard setback shall not be 

permitted adjacent to any side lot line less than 1.2 metres. 

 

ii) On a lot where an emergency / overland flow route shall be located or where 

back-to-front drainage is proposed, a minimum 2.0 metre side yard separation 

between buildings shall be provided and maintained along one common lot line. 

 

d) That notwithstanding Section 18(14)(i), Section 18(14)(ii) and Section 18A(14)(a), 

(b) and (d), not less than 40% of the gross area of the front yard shall be used for 

landscaped area, except 32% of the gross area of the front yard shall be used for 

landscaped area where a daylight triangle is required, excluding concrete, asphalt, 

gravel, pavers or other similar materials. 

 

 

3. That the Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to proceed with the giving of notice of the 

passing of this By-law, in accordance with the Planning Act. 

 

 

 

 

 

PASSED and ENACTED this ____ day of ___________, 20__. 

 

 

 

_______________________________   _____________________________ 

Mayor        Clerk 
ZAC-__-______ 
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